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In preparation for the September General Assembly summit, the International Organization for Migration (IOM) explored becoming part of the UN system after working for 65 years side-by-side. The logic was straightforward: to complement ongoing UN work for migrants and to transform IOM into the world organization's lead agency for them. No such norm-setting and operational transformation, however, took place with predictable implications for both UN humanitarian and development organizations. Yet another reform opportunity was missed. Plus ça change…

IOM and the UN have worked closely for decades: In 1992, IOM became a permanent observer in the General Assembly. In 1996, the UN and IOM signed a formal cooperation agreement. In 2013, they updated their relationship through a memorandum of understanding (MOU). The recent push represents a failed attempt to fill an obvious hole in and improve the global governance of migration. Based on more than 60 interviews with staff of IOM, the office of the UN High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR), and the European Union (EU) during the summer of 2016 along with participants at the September 2016 high-level gathering in New York, this briefing laments the latest in a long history of non-decisions by member states. It may be decades before another opportunity arises to institutionalize migrants’ rights within a specialized agency in the UN system.

WHY JOIN THE UN?

Burgeoning numbers of migrants, refugees, and IDPs over the last quarter-century (see Figure 1) have led the IOM and UN to consider a closer, formal working relationship. But the dramatic movements of refugees and migrants in 2015-2016—particularly to Europe—created additional momentum for including IOM in the UN system. The stated goal earlier this summer was to “strengthen their cooperation and enhance their ability to fulfil their respective mandates.” A 2007 IOM briefing suggested three benefits: first, IOM would become a full participant in senior policy making. Second, as the UN has occupied center stage in debates about international migration, IOM risked being marginalized. Third, IOM staff could benefit from administrative formalities, including the UN laissez-passer.2

The United Nations requires a lead agency for migrants rather than relying upon UNHCR as a catch-all agency for all issues related to both the push (refugees and internally displaced persons, IDPs) and pull (migrants) of people on the move. One senior IOM official said, “Migration is too big to not have a placeholder in the UN.” UNHCR officials expressed hope that once IOM was part of the UN system, they would have an equal partner for negotiations and implementation. “In order to maintain the integrity of the asylum system, you really need to know what you are doing with people who do not qualify [for refugee status] and be able to offer outcomes and solutions to these people,” said a senior UNHCR protection officer. “That is not UNHCR’s role, but someone needs to do it. IOM and UNHCR work quite well in referring rejected asylum seekers for assisted voluntary returns.”

More controversially, the UN also requires an authoritative voice to define the human rights of migrants and protect them. The Sustainable Development Goals recognized for the first time the importance of migrants to development, but do not adequately address involuntary migration. The 2016 World Humanitarian Summit in Istanbul recognized this task as central to both humanitarian and development operations, but participants failed to rally support for serious change to the humanitarian system.5 Disappointingly but predictably, the new UN-IOM agreement emphatically denies IOM a norm-setting function and preserves its role as a subcontractor for member states. The result: vulnerable migrants still have no champion within the UN system.

Figure 1: Number of Refugees, IDPs, and International Migrants3
International conversations and negotiations require a dedicated analytical capacity and advocate for migration’s benefits—particularly the migration and development (M&D) nexus, temporary labor migrants, and diaspora remittances. IOM has enormous expertise and experience in M&D—for example, running projects like the Migration for Development in Africa that entices diaspora professionals to work with and return home. The UN Development Programme (UNDP) recognizes the M&D potential but has inconsistently funded and implemented projects. Both IOM and UNDP often overlook M&D’s complexities: for example, GDP growth often increases the number of emigrants, and projects aimed to build state capacity for border control do nothing to help local economies. Some joint M&D programming already exists involving UNDP and IOM along with UNHCR, the International Labour Organization (ILO), and the UN Population Fund. The Joint Migration & Development Initiative has funded 51 local projects, produced a handbook for migration and development, and a website for collaboration.

Crucially, IOM has labored to overcome its image as a tool of western member states, especially the United States. Joining the UN could broaden IOM’s support base and strengthen its legitimacy as an actor in sensitive political environments. IOM could and should be responsible for mainstreaming migration and development policies with a presence in both the UN humanitarian and development systems.

GLOBAL DIVISION OF LABOR
The global governance of migration is a patchwork of institutions, treaties, and semi-regular forums. A division of labor exists between various UN organizations and IOM.

UNHCR has the most clearly defined role, responsible for protection of refugees as spelled out in the 1951 Refugee Convention and the 1967 Protocol. Overtime, UNHCR’s mandate stretched to include IDPs. In addition, UNHCR has assumed the role as coordinator of the cluster response in emergencies, often responsible for ensuring protection of refugees (especially vulnerable groups); assisting and monitoring refugee status determination; monitoring reception, registration, and detention practices. UNHCR also addresses “refugee-like situations”—but this is an institutional sleight-of-hand. As one senior official asserts, “UNHCR’s responsibility starts and ends with refugees.” Other UN programs and organizations fill-in when issues overlap, such as migration and development (UNDP), migrant children and families (UNICEF), migrant workers (ILO), humanitarian relief for displaced persons (Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs), food in camps (World Food Programme), and combatting human trafficking (UN Office for Drug Control). The UN secretary-general has also appointed Peter Sutherland as Special Representative for International Migration, François Crépeau as Special Rapporteur on the Human Rights of Migrants, and Tomáš Boček as Special Representative on Migration and Refugees. In total, 28 different components of the UN system deal with migration with no clear leadership or hierarchy.

IOM’s operations fall into two broad categories, both with implications for the UN’s humanitarian and development efforts: assistance to migrants in emergency situations; and such traditional tasks as voluntary return and migration policy. IOM primarily works with migrants or with mixed flows (refugees, IDPs, and migrants), but it also provides services like health checks and travel logistics for refugees being relocated or resettled. Figure 2 compares the annual budgets of IOM and UNHCR since 2000; much of the increase in IOM’s budget in the 2000s reflected its expanded membership, while UNHCR’s budgets grew as a result of increased humanitarian operations.

UN and IOM officials already collaborate in reception centers, refugee camps, and coordination mechanisms. Their work often occurs through spaces like Regional Migrant and Refugee Response Plans, the Migration Crisis Operational Framework, and the Migrants in Crisis Initiative. In some regions, there are mixed migration task forces that meet regularly to exchange information, coordinate responses, and plan joint projects. In March 2016 in Greece alone, there were 54 working groups—made up of UN organizations, IOM, EU, and other major non-governmental organizations (NGOs)—meeting regularly to coordinate their response to the large flows of migrants and refugees.

In short, while not formally within the UN system, IOM has become an essential player in the world organization’s humanitarian and development responses.

WHAT WILL CHANGE?
While the IOM’s joining the UN system was meant to be a major outcome of the September meeting, the agreed text basically extends the previous IOM-UN relationship. IOM already follows UN staff rules and security regulations, and it participates in the UN pension plan. In addition, IOM also is present in consultations, submits reports, and makes recommendations when requested.

A 2007 IOM policy brief outlined four options for the future: 1) implement more fully the current cooperation agreement; 2) become a related agency; 3) transition to a UN fund or program; or 4) become a specialized agency. The brief concluded that becoming a UN fund was least attractive because it would require a fundamental change in the organization’s governance and narrow its ability to act independently. The status quo option was not onerous but also lacked the benefits of greater participation or influence in high-level policy. In fact, in 2007 the IOM director-general requested joining the UN Development Group (UNDG) and Chief Executive Board (CEB), but his request was denied. This decision has changed with the new agreement but still falls short of the requisite stature.
Many practical coordination and programming advantages would result from converting IOM into a specialized agency, and thus we are hoping to keep this issue alive as discussions continue. Such status is “generally meant to acknowledge the leading role of specialized agencies in their respective domains”—a contentious change for UNHCR and UNDP whose work often overlaps with migration. Government inertia and protection of organizational turf explain most UN decisions, and the September 2016 outcome is no exception.

The agreement designates IOM as a “related agency,” which preserves it as “an independent, autonomous and non-normative international organization.” Box 1 summarizes the main points of the IOM–UN agreement. IOM will participate in all UN coordination mechanisms, such as the UNDG, the Inter-Agency Standing Committee, and the Global Migration Group. As IOM was already participating in all but the UNDG and CEB, the agreement is not making radical changes. While IOM will now enjoy a seat at the high table of UN policy making, it was hardly lacking influence earlier—particularly in coordination mechanisms, regional task forces, and joint response plans.

Box 1: Summary of IOM-UN Agreement

- Exchange of information, expert advice, and assistance
- Cooperation in statistics
- Commitment to avoid duplication of activities and services
- Add agenda items and participate in all meetings without vote
- Provide special studies related to each others work
- Cooperate on efficient administrations (facilities, staff, and services)
- IOM staff can travel on the UN laissez-passer

IOM, most likely, was not designated as the lead agency for migration-related issues because of lobbying by UN organizations that are competing for resources and relevance. The agreement does not spell out how expenses are to be apportioned on joint projects. The door is left open for future accords, for example on key protection of confidentiality and data-sharing because UNHCR maintains extensive databases of registered refugees and asylum seekers. There are risks with sharing data—for example, information about individuals fleeing persecution should not be shared with countries of persecution—but also such benefits as cost savings and family reunification.

It is unclear whether IOM will participate in UN country teams or be integrated into “Delivering as One.” The agreement lays the groundwork to “explore the possibility of establishing common facilities or services in specific areas, with due regard to cost savings.” But interviews with key staff suggest that IOM is keen to maintain independence and not lose direct influence in countries where they have labored for decades. IOM staff resemble other parts of the UN system in not wishing to be subject to UN resident coordinators and additional oversight and reporting. At the same time, staff appreciate that joining the UN system could free up IOM to advocate and mainstream migration best practices.

Finally, overlaps between IOM and UN responsibilities should be resolved. Both IOM and UNHCR gather extensive data on migrants and refugees, often on the same people. For example, IOM began the Missing Migrants Project because no UN organization was collecting this information, while IOM also collects other data on migration flows that overlap with UNHCR statistics. In future, all UN agencies (including IOM) should resolve who is collecting which data and submit them in a uniform and centralized way. Another potential downside is the transaction costs for participation in UN coordination mechanisms.

MAJOR CHALLENGES

Because IOM is merely a “related agency” of the UN system, the UN and IOM must confront three major differences that were postponed: definitions, relationships to member states, and workplace cultures. Despite the lack of clarity in September, the UN and IOM should address these tensions directly in the interest of crafting more cohesive and effective responses to the challenges of global migration.

Different Definitions

The first major challenge is how IOM and the UN system define refugees and migrants. UNHCR uses the strictest definition of refugees as persons who have fled their country because of “a well-founded fear of being persecuted for reasons of race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular social group or political opinion.” The language of the 1951 Refugee Convention specifically excludes IOM’s bread-and-butter: economic migrants who flee to improve their situations. UNHCR defends its narrow definition for two reasons: First, it is easier to determine well-founded fear of persecution than dire economic circumstances. Second, member states agreed to protect refugee rights under the narrow definition; and any dilution could endanger the current international norm of protection.

IOM considers refugees one sub-category of migrants. To a greater extent than UNHCR, the IOM deals with “mixed migration flows” that include refugees, economic migrants, unaccompanied minors, forced migrants, or trafficked persons. IOM defines a migrant as “any person who is moving or has moved across an international border or within a State away from his/her habitual place of residence, regardless of (1) the person’s legal status; (2) whether the movement is voluntary or involuntary; (3) what the causes for the movement are; or (4) what the length of the stay is.”

Now that IOM is part of the UN system, it is unclear which agencies will lead and are primarily responsible for emergency and development responses for mixed migrant populations. Kicking the can down the road does not address these essential management and policy issues.

Different Member States

IOM and the United Nations have different memberships and different relationships with them. There are 148 states that are signatories of either the 1951 Refugee Convention or the 1967 Protocol, while IOM has 165 member and eight observer states. Notably missing from the refugee conventions are several states with major displaced populations: Eritrea, India, Jordan, Libya, Nepal, Pakistan, South Sudan, Sri Lanka, Thailand, and Vietnam. In June 2016, China applied to become a member of IOM, while Russia remains an observer.

If IOM and UN operations become more synchronized, gaps in membership could become obstacles to rapid responses in emergencies,
including Security Council decisions. Alternatively, the world organization could benefit from IOM’s more inclusive membership for migration issues—bringing into the fold states that previously preferred to manage migration outside the UN system.

In contrast to UNHCR, the IOM maintains that it is not and will not become a norm-setter. This tenuous position is hard to fathom because all UN organizations seek to extend customary law through best practices. More importantly, because the UN has a comparative advantage in global norm-setting, it requires a legitimate but currently missing voice on migration. IOM should set norms as an integral part of the UN system.

**Different working cultures**

IOM and the UN have distinct working cultures. UNHCR’s mandate is to protect the rights of refugees and hold states accountable to international human rights standards. IOM has thrived on the “projectization” of its operations. IOM projects operate on full-cost recovery through government contracts. In practice then, IOM is a subcontractor for member states with insufficient expertise or experience in such issues as assisted voluntary returns. In other cases, IOM has few resources for pre-emptive policy planning.
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